
German Shepherd Dog Club of Queensland 
Championship Show – Saturday 14th July 2018 

Judge: Ms. Heather MacDonald (UK) 
 
 

BABY PUPPY BITCH LONG STOCK COAT 
 
3.5 MONTHS 
002  VONOHANA KONO (AI)  2100497254 27/03/2018  (Willas vom 
  Aurelisbrandt (MKD)  X  *Ch Reichkaiser Pepetual Grace AZ)   
 1 Brdr/Exh: S & L Yates  

 
3.5 MONTHS 
001  VONOHANA LI’I LI’I (AI)  2100497253  27/03/2018  (Willas vom 
 2 Aurelisbrandt (MKD)  X  *Ch Reichkaiser Pepetual Grace AZ)   
  Brdr/Exh: S & L Yates  

 
MINOR PUPPY BITCH LONG STOCK COAT 
 

003  CRYTARA WHATS THE CATCH (AI)  2100487006   20/11/2017  
 1 (*Ch.  Eroica Catch Me If You Can AZ x Ch. Kelinpark Icing On The 
  Cake AZ) Brdr: C Shayler  Exh: S, L, J & LG Yates 
 
7.75 months Upper medium size, medium strong, very well pigmented female with 
correct proportions, beautiful well-formed head with good expression and dark eyes, 
good reach of neck, good wither, correct firm back, slightly short steep croup.  Very 
good fore and rear angulation.  Stands correct in front, okay away and back. Moves 
with very good hind drive where the forereach could be a touch freer. 
 
004  CRYTARA PINK SOX  2100487009  20/11/2017  (*Ch.  
 2 Eroica Catch Me If You Can AZ x Ch. Kelinpark Icing On The Cake AZ)  
  Brdr: C Shayler  Exh: S &, L Yates/C Shayler 
 
7.75 months Upper medium size, medium strong, slightly compact female, good 
head and expression where eyes could be a shade darker, normal wither firm back 
slightly short croup, good fore and rear angulation, underline slightly short, stands 
correct. Okay away, elbows slightly loose coming. Moves with very good rear drive, 
holding a good outline at all speeds. 



 

 
005  ABELARA DEL AWARE  4100300938  28/11/2017  (*Jayzstyrke 
 3 Gold On Fire AZ  x Kantenna Ellenor Rigby)  Brdr/Exh: R J Vernon 
 
7.5 months Medium size, medium strong, very well pigmented, good head and 
expression, where the underjaw could be a touch stronger, normal wither, correct 
back, slightly short well placed croup, very good fore angulation, slightly deep hind 
angulation, forelegs could be a touch longer.  Hocks are loose, and elbows must be 
firmer. Shows good movement with very good rear drive where the forereach must 
be freer. 
 
006  KUIRAU OLIVIA  2100488461  21/12/2017  (*Djambo Von  
 4 Fichtenschlag (Imp Deu )  x  * Kuirau Chakira A Z)  Brdr: P, D & J 
  Murray  Exh:C Cheffirs 
 
6.5 months Medium size, medium strong female of slightly deep proportions, she has 
a good head with good expression, eyes should be darker, short neck, normal wither, 
firm back, slightly short steep croup. Very good fore and slightly deep hind 
angulations. Forelegs must be a touch longer.  Hocks are loose and elbows slightly 
loose. Shows good movement where the rear drive and forward reach must be more 
effective. 
 

PUPPY BITCH LONG STOCK COAT 
 

 
008  LINDENELM FANCY TICKLED PINK  2100483117 06/09/2017 
 1 (*Djambo Vom Fichtenschlag (Deu) x Uhlmsdorf Pink Champagne) 
  Brdr/Exh: Mrs J Kenny 
 
10 months upper middle size, medium strong, well pigmented female, good head 
where the stop should be more defined, good wither, firm correct back, slightly short 
flat croup, very good fore angulation, rear angulation is somewhat pronounced, 
correct height to length proportions, slightly close in hocks going away, elbows need 
to firm, good movement where the pronounced hind angulation is evident, displays 
very good fore-ward reach.  

 
007  EROICA HAPPY BIRTHDAY  5100101360  21/07/2017 

 2 (Grisu Vom Frankengold  (Imp Pol}  x Ch Narathor Jazz Diva)  
  Brdr: C A E Leonard  Exh: C Williams & C Leonard 
 



11.5 months top size, medium strong, very nice type, good head and expression 
where the eye should be a shade darker. Good proportions, slightly flat wither, firm 
back, slightly short but well placed croup, very good fore and rear angulation, slightly 
short under-chest, slightly loose in hocks and elbows, shows good movement where 
both the hind thrust and fore reach should be more free. Drops slightly on the 
forehand. 

 
JUNIOR BITCH LONG STOCK COAT 
 

 
011  STOBAR ELOUISE  3100361169 09/07/2017   (Ch. Conbhairean 
 1 Freddie  (Imp) Uk x *Stobar Rosetta AZ)  Brdr: H & C Auwema   
  Exh: S Schembri 
 

12 months Size 60cm, 27cm chest, top size, medium strong, very well pigmented 

female of beautiful type with correct height to length proportions,  beautiful well-
formed head with good expression, dark mask and eye, good length of neck, normal 
wither, firm correct backline into a short steep croup, very good fore and rear 
angulation, stands correct in front, ok away, elbows need to firm completely, displays 
very good movement with very good hind drive and good forereach holding a very 
good outline at all phases of movement.   
 
009  CH. BEAUTRAE XTREME ENVY (AI) AZ  5100098227    

 2 04/02/2017  (*Gavin Vom Hasenborn A Ed (Imp Nld) x Ch. 
  *Vladimir Insaitable AZ)  Brdr: D West  Exh: NJ Hammond 
 
17 months 59 cm and 27cm chest, Upper medium size, medium strong female of 
good type, good head and expression, good dark eyes, slightly short neck, normal 
wither, firm straight back into a slightly short flat croup, good fore and rear 
angulation, slightly short tucked underline, okay away, loose in elbows coming, 
shows good movement with good drive and forward reach. 
 
010  LETTLAND ALTHEA BRIGHT SKY  4100292791  23/05/2017 
 3 (Astasia Paca  x  Awesamshep Elli May (Ai))  Brdr/Exh: Mr B & Mrs D 
  Houghton 
 
13.5 months Size 61.5 28cm chest, Upper medium size, medium strong, very well 
pigmented female of lovely type, very good head and expression with dark eyes and 
mask, normal wither, slight peak in the back into a steep croup, good fore and very 
good rear angulation, slightly stretched proportions, pasterns should be slightly 



firmer, ok away, elbows must be firmer, when settled shows good movement with 
good drive where the forereach should be freer. 

 
INTERMEDIATE BITCH LONG STOCK COAT 
 

012  *JAKNELL RUBY TUESDAY AZ  2100459014  03/07/2016  (Gerry 
 1 Vom Schacher  x  Jaknell Rolling Stone)  Brdr/Exk: A & J Kada 
24.5 months Size 59 cm, 27.5 cm chest, upper medium size, medium strong, very well 
pigmented female of beautiful type and correct proportions.  Beautiful well-formed 
head and lovely expression with correct dark eyes, correct length of neck, high 
wither, firm correct backline into a slightly short but well-placed croup, very good 
fore and rear angulation, stands correct in front, ok away, elbows could be a little 
more closed, shows very good movement, holding a very good outline with good 
reach and drive.  A female who immediately impressed.   
 
013  CRYTARA SILK SOX  2100467942  12/01/2017 (Conbhairean Lauser 
 2 (Uk)  x   *Ch Kelinpark Icing On The Cake AZ)  Brdr: C Shayler  Exh: 
  C. Shayler/ Mr D  Smith 
18 months Size 61.5cm, 27.5 chest, very large medium strong female, slightly 
stretched proportions, good head and expression, but the mask could be a little 
darker, very good length of neck, normal wither, firm correct backline into a well 
placed croup of good length, good fore angles where the up arm must be longer and 
slightly better angled, very good rear angulation, ok away elbows and pasterns can 
be a little firmer coming, shows very good movement, with good reach and drive. 
 

OPEN BITCH LONG STOCK COAT 

 

3 years 7 months 
014  *EROICA DUCHESS OF YORK BSCL1 AZ  5100084797  26/11/2014  
  (Conbhairean Lauser (Uk)  X  *Ch Narathor  Jazz Diva AZ)  Brdr:  K 
 ABS Leonard  Exh:  C. Shayler/C. Leonard 
 
3 years 6 months 
015  ASTASIA VITARNI AZ 4100254433  14/01/2015  (*Xaro Von Der 
  Plassenburg (Imp Deu)  x  (Awesamshep Brandy AZ)  Brdr: B & 
 ABS P Hersant  Exh: Samantha Lapworth 
 
2 years 9 months 
016  *HASENWAY MASQUERADE (IID DEU) AZ 3100330121   

  28/09/2015 (Cronos Del Seprio x Zicke Vom Feuermelder  (Imp 
 ABS Deu))  Brdr: J & J Haase  Exh: B Hurley 



 
017  *KUIRAU KRISTEN AZ  2100452957  20/05/2016  (Ch. Kuirau Casey 
 1 Stoner  x  Kuirau Xquisite Lady)  Brdr/Exh: P G & D M & J Murray 
 
2 years 3 months Size 61cm, chest 25cm. very large medium strong, very good type, 
very good head and expression, good length of neck, normal wither, firm back good 
croup, very good fore and rear angulation, stands almost correct in front. Going away 
she throws her left foot out, elbows could be firmer coming, shows very good 
movement and holds a very good topline, fore reach could be a little freer. 

 
Challenge Bitch 012 - Reserve Challenge Bitch 011 

 

 

BABY PUPPY DOG LONG STOCK COAT 
 

3.5 MONTHS 
019  VONOHANA KOHO’AI (AI)  2100497255 27/03/2018  (Willas vom 
  Aurelisbrandt (MKD)  X  *Ch Reichkaiser Pepetual Grace AZ)   
  Brdr/Exh: S & L Yates  
 

MINOR PUPPY DOG LONG STOCK COAT 
 

020  EROICA ICE ICE BABY  5100102740  28/10/2017  (Grisu Vom  
  Frankengold x  * Ch. Eroica Coco Chanel)  Brdr: C Leonard  Exh 
  K Williams/C Leonard 
 
8.5 months upper medium size, strong substantial male of lovely breed type, 
excellent pigmentation, very good proportions, very good head and expression 
where eyes must be darker, albeit they are exaggerated with the exceptionally dark 
mask.  Good length of neck, normal wither, firm correct backline into a well-placed 
croup, very good fore angulation, pronounced hind angulation, slightly loose in hocks 
and elbows. A quality male with strong bones, who shows very good movement with 
very good hind drive where the forereach could be a touch freer.  Very good 
condition and trained to perfection.  A young male who with normal development 
and firming of the accepted puppy looseness, should have an exciting future. 
 



JUNIOR DOG LONG STOCK COAT 
 

021  CINDERHOF VANDAAL  2100355511  20/05/2017  (Conbhairean 
  Freddie (imp UK)  x  Freemont Hot Stuff)  Brdr: L Lynch & J Cathie  
  Exh: R Hornick 
 

13.5 months Size 66cm chest 29cm. Very large, strong, substantial male of very good 
type. Good masculine head with good expression, dark mask. Normal wither, firm 
correct back into a well-placed croup. Correct proportions. Good fore and very good 
rear angulation. Stands correct. Slightly wide away and elbows can be firmer coming. 
Moves very well showing good drive where the forereach could be a little freer.  
Holds a very good outline at all phases of movement, however the slight twist in the 
tail detracts somewhat. 
 

INTERMEDIATE DOG LONG STOCK COAT 
 

022  GABMALU CASANOVA  2100460286  25/08/2016  (Conbhairean 
  Lauser  x  Ch Lawine Quira)  Brdr/Exh M Hornick 
22.5 months Size 66.5cm chest 29cm. Very large, strong substantial male of good 
type. Good head and expression where the mask could be slightly darker and the 
underjaw a touch stronger. Slightly flat wither, firm correct backline into a well-
placed croup. Good fore and very good rear angulation. Slightly short underline. 
Stands a little narrow in front. Slightly loose coming and going. Shows good 
movement holding a good outline at all speeds with good hind drive but the 
forereach must be a little freer. 
 

OPEN DOG LONG STOCK COAT 
 

023  *BODECKA CASANOVA AZ  3100310454  20/08/2014  (Pepe Von 
  Der Zenteiche  x  Bodecka Xrated)  Brdr: Bodecka Kennels  Exh: 
  Shaun Schembri   
 

3 years 10 months Size 66cm chest 30cm. Very large, medium strong, slightly 
stretched male with very good pigmentation. Good masculine well-formed head with 
good expression and dark mask. Has a good neck, high wither, firm correct back and 
well placed croup of good length. Good fore angulation where the upper arm should 
be better angled. Very good rear angulation. Slightly close away and elbows must be 
firmer coming. Shows good movement with good hind drive but the fore reach must 
be freer.  Holds a very good outline. 
 

Challenge Dog 20 Reserve Challenge Dog  21 
BOB  12 R/UP BOB   11 



BABY PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT 

Just under 6 months 
024  KARABACH PINCH OF PEPPER  3100370417  16/01/2018  (Ch. 
  Conbhairean Freddie (Imp Uk)  x  Sadria Tillys Pepper)  Brdr/Exh: J R 
  Carter 
5 months 
025  CASTASTAR INCANTATION  4100302253  03/02/2018  (*Uk Ch 
  Conbhairean Freddie (Imp Uk) x Ch Castastar Evita  Et. Hit AZ)   
  Brdr A Doyle  Exh: J Hogan Smith/A Doyle 
 
Just under 5 months 
028  KANTENNA  JANASTELLA   4100303870  19/02/18   (*Djambo V 
  Fichtenschlag AZ x *Kantenna  Miss Underztood AZ)  Brdr: D & 
  S Ballantyne  Exh: S Ballantyne 
 
5 months  
026  KAYROSSI GAME ZONE  4100303689 08/02/2018 (Hiperion Arden 
  HIT AZ x  Kayrossi Game Changer) Brdr/Exh: R Masterman 
 
Just under 5 months 
027  KANTENNA THIS IS ME   4100303871  19/02/18   (*Djambo V  
 ABS Fichtenschlag AZ x *Kantenna  Miss Underztood AZ)  Brdr: D & 
  S Ballantyne  Exh: S Ballantyne & S Gordon 
 
4 months 
029  KARALCIN ATHENA  4100303876  05/03/2018  (*Ambala On Fire AZ  
 ABS x *Karalcin Chelsea Hit AZ)  Brdr/Exh: K Long 
 
 

MINOR PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT 

035  KELINPARK OLD GOLD  2100488833  02/12/2017  (*Ch Kelinpark 
  Helluva Rebel CCD AZ x  *Kelinpark Malteser (Ai) AZ)  Brdr/Exh: L 
  Gregor 
 
7 months. Top size, strong, substantial female of very good type. Very good well 
formed head. With vg expression and dark eyes. Good pigmentation. Correct 
proportions. Normal wither. Firm correct back and well placed croup. Good fore and 
vg rear angulation. Correct underline.  Okay away and back for age. Moves well with 
good reach and drive holding a good outline. 
 
 



030  DEBBAR ISABELLA   4100298742 02/11/17  (Castastar Eragon x 
  Debbar Dj Vu)  Brdr/Exh Mrs D O’Keefe 
 
8.5months Top size. med strong, good type, good head and expression, normal 
wither firm back, well placed croup which is sl short vg fore and rear angulation. 
Okay away, sl loose coming. Moves well with sufficient hind drive and good forereach 
holding a good outline. 
 
034  ABELARA DENISES JOY  4100300936  28/11/2017  (*Jayzstyrke 
  Gold On Fire AZ  x Kantenna Ellenor Rigby)  Brdr/Exh: R J Vernon 
 
7.5 months  Upper med size, med strong, good head and expression, normal wither, 
firm correct back and sl short well placed croup. Good fore and vg rear angulation. 
Correct proportions. Pasterns are steep.sl close going, narrow coming. Moves with vg 
drive and reach holding a vg outline. 
 
038  JAYSHELL SAFFIRE  3100368823  30/12/2017  (*Jayshell Nebraska 
  AZ  x  *Jayshell Evie AZ)  Brdr: N McDermott  Exh: P & N McDermott 
 
6.5 months.  Abs med size, med strong vg type, absolute picture in stance. Vg head 
and expression. Normal wither firm correct back into a sl short but well placed croup. 
Good fore angulation where upper arm can be longer and better angled. Vg rear 
angulations. Pasterns very sl steep. Correct prop and stands correct in front. Okay 
going and coning for her age. Moves with enough reach and drive but could show 
more power. 
 
036  JAKNELL PATIENCE IS A VIRTUE  2100490299  05/12/2017  (Gerry 
  Vom Schacher x Jaknell Sweet Revenge AZ)  Brdr/Ech: A & J Kada 
 
7 months  Upper medium size, med strong female of gd tooype. Good head and 
expression where eye can be a shade darker. Normal wither firm back well placed 
croup. Good fore angulation where upper arm must be longer and better angled. Vg 
hind angulation. Steep pasterns. Female must have a more confident disposition. 
Close going away, and elbows loose coming. Move okay. She needs to be more 
settled and shows sufficient drive and reach.  
 
037  KUIRAU ORSINI  2100488465  21/12/2017  (*Djambo Von  
  Fichtenschlag (Imp Deu )  x  * Kuirau Chakira A Z)  Brdr/Exh: P, D & J 
  Murray  
 
Good head where the underjaw could be sl stronger. Normal wither firm back into 
short steep croup. Good fore and vg hind angulations. Sl short underline. Pasterns 



somewhat steep. Stands correct in front. Close going away, okay coming. Moves with 
a light-footed gait showing good drive but forereach must be freer.  
 
033  PANSKYLI BELLISSA 4100299293  24/11/2017  (*Ambala On Fire AZ  
  x  Abelara Yakimo AZ)  Brdr/Exh S & B Hurley 
 
7.5 months Upper med size, med strong, nice head and expression, where the 
forehead could be darker, slightly flat wither firm back short steep croup. Good 
forehand angulation where upper arm should be longer sufficient rear angulation. 
Pasterns are steep. Hocks are long and extremely loose. Elbows and pasterns must 
be further. Moves with sufficient drive where the hock limitations are evident . 
forereach must be freer.  
 
031  KINGLAND CAPRI  2100491156  15/11/2017  (*Conbhairean  
 ABS Freddie (Imp Uk)  x *Kingland Nickita AZ)  Brdr/Exh L King 
 
032  CINDERHOF BELLATRIXX  2100489309  22/11/2017 
 ABS  (Gerry Vom Schacher  x  Vladimir Envy Is A Sin)  Brdr/Exh: Ms L 
  Lynch & Ms J Cathie 
 
 

PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT 

 
043  STOBAR FENELA  3100363973  24/09/2017 (Conbhairean Freddie 
  (Imp Uk)  X  Vanland Ava)  Brdr/Exh H & C Auwema 
 
9.5 Months. Top size, medium strong, very well pigmented female of lovely type. 
Very good head and expression. Good dark mask with correct dark eyes. Good length 
of neck. High wither, firm correct backline into a very well-placed croup. Very good 
fore and hind angulation. Correct height to length proportions. Stands correct in 
front. Close away, elbows must be firmer.  Moves with very good drive and 
forereach, holding a correct outline at all speeds and covering the ground with a light 
footed easy gait. 
 
042  BLUEMAX DE JALA 4100297109 13/09/17    (Djambo V  
  Fichtenschlag AZ x Sunhaze Jimaica AZ) Brdr/Exh” A Brinkworth  

 

10 months. Top size, medium strong, very well pigmented, slightly stretched female 
of very good breed type. Good head and expression with good dark eyes. Normal 
wither, firm correct back into a slightly steep croup. Good fore and very good rear 
angulations. Close going away, elbows and pasterns must be firmer. Moves with 
good reach and drive holding correct outline at all speeds. 



 
041  BLUEMAX DE JODA  4100297110  13/09/17    (Djambo V  
  Fichtenschlag AZ x Sunhaze Jimaica AZ)  Brdr/Exh” A Brinkworth  

 

10 months.  Top size strong substantial female of beautiful breed type, very good 
head and expression where the forehead could be darker. Normal wither, firm back 
into a well-placed croup. Good fore angulation where the upper arm could be better 
angled. Very good hind angulation. Slightly stretched proportions. Slightly over 
developed in chest for young age.  Okay away and coming back. Stands correct in 
front. Moves with good drive where the forereach must be freer. Slight deep in 
chest.  
 
040  DEBBAR HERMIONE  4100295366 18/08/17   (Pepe Von Der  
  Zenteiche Ipo1 (Imp Deu)  x ChDebbar Bella AZ)  Brd/Exh: Mrs 
  D O;Keefe 
 
11 months. Very large, well pigmented female of very good type. Strong head with 
good expression. Good wither, firm correct back into a well-placed croup. Very good 
fore and rear angulations. Correct proportions. Stands correct in front. Okay away, 
elbows must be firmer coming. Moves with sufficient hind drive where the forereach 
is ok. 
 
039  THUNDERBOLT SIROCCO  2100479271  19/07/2017  (Uk. Ch.  
 ABS Conbhairean Freddie (Imp Uk)  x  Ch Jonkahra Krystal Ball AZ)  
  Brdr/Exh: B & D Tatham 
 
 

JUNIOR BITCH STOCK COAT 

 
048  BRONACRE BLUE ICE  3100361680  10/07/2017 (*Uk. Ch.  
  Conbhairen Freddie (Imp Uk) x Bluemax Salted Pretzel)  Brdr/Exh: 
  Bronacre Kennels 
 
12 months Size 59.5cm Chest 27cms. Almost top size, med strong female of very 
good breed type. Correct proportions. Very good pigmentation. Very good well 
formed head and super expression with dark eyes and mask. Good length of neck. 
Normal wither, firm correct backline into a slightly short and slightly steep croup. 
Very good fore and rear angulations. Correct underline. Okay going and coming, 
moves at all speeds with very good hind drive and free forereach, holding a very 
good outline at all speeds, covering the ground with ease.   A very beautiful female 
without exaggeration who impressed me greatly for one so young with her absolute 
balance. 



 
044  JAKNELL LOVE BOMB AZ  2100471053  24/01/2017  (*Jaknell Coz 
  Im Tnt AZ  x *Jaknell Yankees Prodigy AZ)  Brdr/Exh: A & J Kada 
 
17.5 months Upper left double p1. Size 59 Chest 28. Upper medium size, medium 
strong of beautiful type. Very good head and expression with good dark eye. Slightly 
short erect neck. Normal wither, firm back into a well-placed croup. Stretched 
proportions. Good fore and very good rear angulations. Pasterns somewhat steep. 
Stands narrow in front. Slightly close going away and elbows must be more closed 
coming. Moves with very good hind drive and good forereach, holding a very good 
outline at all speeds. 
 
045  KARABACH ORINOCO  3100361191  13/06/2017  (Conbhairean 
  Karlos (Imp Uk)  x  Sadria Tillys Pepper)  Brdr/Exh J R Carter 
 
13 months Size 61.5cm Chest 28cm. very large, strong substantial female of excellent 
type. Strong expressive head with good masking. Correct proportions. Good neck, 
wither, firm back and good croup completes a very good overline. Good fore and 
very good rear angulation. Stands almost correct in front. Okay going and coming. 
When settled, moves with very effective hind thrust and free forereach and holds a 
very good outline. 
 
047  BRONACRE SAMPHREY  3100361090  25/06/2017 (*Uk Ch  
  Conbhairean Freddie Imp Uk  x  Bronacre Uluru Matilda Et)   
  Brdr/Exh: Bronacre Kennels 
 
12.5 months Size 58.5cm and 27cm chest. Absolute medium size and strength female 
of beautiful type. Good head and expression. Normal wither, firm back, slightly short 
but well placed croup. Very good fore and rear angulations. Good underline. Correct 
proportions. Stands slightly narrow in front. Okay going,  elbows could be firmer 
coming.  Moves with a good hind thrust where the forereach could be freer. 
 
046  BRONACRE MUCKLE ROE  3100361089  25/06/2017 (*Uk Ch  
  Conbhairean Freddie Imp Uk  x  Bronacre Uluru Matilda Et)   
 ABS Brdr: Bronacre Kennels  Exh: Miss VE Mcginty 
 



 

INTERMEDIATE BITCH STOCK COAT 
____________________________________________________________________ 
053  *KARALCIN KATANA AZ  4100281481  16/10/2016  (*Ch. Xaro Von 
  Der Plassenburg (Imp Deu)  x *Karalcin Dakota Ht  A Z)  Brdr/Exh: K 
  Long 

 
21 months. Size 59 Chest 28cm.  Upper medium size, medium strong. Very good 
type. Slightly stretched proportions.  Very well-formed head with good expression. 
Correct length of neck. Normal wither. Firm correct back into a well-placed croup of 
good length. Good fore angulation where the upper arm could be better angled. Very 
good rear angulation. Stands correct in front. Slightly close going away and slightly 
loose coming.  Good movement with very good hind thrust where the forereach 
could be a little freer.  
 
052  *LOZANI CLARA AZ 2100065270  18/09/2016  (Juwika Destroyer  x   
  Bronacre Chiquitita)  Brdr/Exh:  Mr Z Petreski 
 
22 months.  Size 59 Chest 28.5. Upper medium size, strong substantial female of very 
good breed type. Slightly deep proportions.  Strong but feminine well formed head 
with very good expression. Normal wither, firm back into a well placed croup. Good 
fore angulation where the upper arm must be longer and better angled. Very good 
rear angulation. Stands correct in front. Okay away. Elbows must be firmer coming.  
Pulls a little too hard, falling on the forehand but shows good reach and drive when 
eventually settled. 
 
054  CASTASTAR GISELLA  AZ  HT  4100285014 28/12/2016  (*Toby Von 
  Der Plassenburg (Imp Gmy) Schii, x  *Ch Castastar Alexi Et, Pt AZ)  
  Brdr/Exh: Mrs A Doyle   
 
18 months.  Size 61cm Chest 28.  Very large strong, substantial female. Paling black 
and gold. Slightly stretched proportions.  Strong powerful head with good expression. 
Large ears with slight roll back of the tips. Normal wither, firm correct back into a 
well-placed croup. Good fore angulation where the upper arm must be better 
angled. Very good rear angulation. Slightly close going away, slightly loose coming.  
Moves with very good balance, showing powerful hind drive and very good fore 
reach.  
 
049  *KANTENNA VIRGINIA BLACK AZ  4100270561  1/02/2016   
  (*Juwika Destroyer Hd/Ed (Imp Den) x  *Kantenna Miss  
 ABS Underztood 'A' 'Z')  Brdr: D & S Ballantyne  Exh: S Gordon 
 



050  KUIRAU JORJIE GIRL AZ  2100444757  23/01/2016  (*Veneze Lutz ( 
 ABS Imp Uk)  x Kuirau Chakira)  Brdr/Exh: P G & D M & J Murray 
 
051  FREINHAUF HAVOC  6100101576  20/08/2016  (*Gerry V Schacher 
 ABS (Imp  Deu)  x  *Pedra Degli Achei (Imp Ita))  Brdr: Kr, Rt & Ca 
  Knuckey  Exh: J  Cathie, L Lynch, K & R Knuckey 
 
055  CASTASTAR GEMEKA  AZ  HT  4100285013 28/12/2016  (*Toby Von 
  Der Plassenburg (Imp Gmy) Schii, x  *Ch Castastar Alexi Et, Pt AZ)  
 ABS Brdr/Exh: Mrs A Doyle 
 

OPEN BITCH STOCK COAT 

061  *CH JAYSHELL KENZIE AZ  3100311547  15/09/2014  (*Bluemax Salt 
  AZ  x *Ch. Jayshell WinonaAZ)  Brdr: N McDermott  Exh: P & N 
  McDermott 
 
3 years 10 months. Size 58.5 Chest 27cm. Above medium size, strong robust firm and 
dry female of excellent breed type. Firmly knit all through. Excellent well-formed 
head, very good expression with dark eyes and good mask. Good wither, firm correct 
backline into slightly short but well placed croup, good forehand where the upper 
arm should be longer and slightly better angled. Absolutely correct rear angulation. 
Stands absolutely correct in front with clean bones. Okay going and correct coming. 
Moves with very powerful hind thrust maintaining her correct and firm overline at all 
speeds. Another female who is very much the ideal in most departments and one 
who is entirely free from exaggerations.  She uses everything she has to produce a 
correct ground covering, harmonious balanced gait and I was delighted to award this 
female the Challenge certificate on the day.  Congratulations to all involved. 
 
057  *HARLEROSE ANGEL AZ  CD  3100294285  28/08/2013  (*Bluemax 
  Zoomba  x  *Bronacre Indian Sunset)  Brdr: M & S Stedwell  Exh:  J 
  Urie 
 
4 years 10 months Size 61cm Chest 28.5cm. Upper left double P1. Very large strong 
substantial female of very good type. Good head with good expression. Normal 
wither, firm correct backline into a short and steep croup. Correct proportions. Good 
fore angles where the upper arm should be longer and better angled. Very good hind 
angulation. Stands correct in front. Okay away, elbows must be firmer coming. 
Moves very well with good reach and hind drive, holding a good outline in all phases 
of movement.  A top quality female. 
 



075  *FREINHAUF FIRE FLY ZOE AZ  6100100094  18/06/2016  (*Sensen 
  Mann Yokon (Imp Deu)  x Volscaro River Of Champagne)  Brdr: K,R 
  & C Knuckey  Exh : Carter/Knuckey 
 
2 years 1 month Size 61 Chest 29cm. Very large, strong substantial female of 
excellent breed type. Strong well formed head, good expression with lovely dark 
mask. Very well pigmented female of correct height to length proportions. Good 
length of neck, normal wither, firm correct backline into a well-placed croup. Very 
good fore and rear angulations. Stands correct in front. Correct away. Elbows can be 
slightly firmer coming.  Moves with very good reach and hind drive, holding a very 
good outline.  Another top quality female who would be an asset to any serious 
breeding kennel. 
 
059  *ASTASIA OXLEY AZ  4100242837  24/04/2014  (*Toby vd  
  Plassenburg aED  (Imp Ger)  x Astasia Jude AZ)  Brdr/Exh B & P 
  Hersant 
 
4 years 2.5 months Size 59.5 Chest 27.5cm. Above medium size, medium strong, 
paling black and gold female who was not in the best coat condition today.  Correct 
height to length proportions. Good head with good expression. Good length of neck, 
normal wither, firm correct back into a short steep croup. Good fore and very good 
rear angulations. Slightly close going away and elbows must be firmer coming. Stands 
correct in front.  This female shows dynamic movement with powerful hind thrust 
but forereach must be a touch freer. The first four females in this class were of 
obvious top quality. 
 
076   KARALCIN HARLEY QUINN AZ 4100281480  15/10/2016  (*Ch. 
  Xaro Von Der Plassenburg (Imp Deu)  x *Karalcin Dakota Ht AZ)  
  Brdr/Exh: K Long 
 
1 Year 9 months Size 59.5 Chest 27cm. Above medium size, medium strong, paling 
Black and Gold of very good type. Good head and expression where the ears are 
slightly large and the forehead could be slightly darker.  Good withers, good back and 
croup. Very good fore and rear angulations. Correct proportions. Slightly close away. 
Elbows could be firmer coming. Stands correct in front.  Moves with very good drive 
and forereach holding a super outline when eventually settled. Grading Very Good 
only due to age and being un-surveyed. 
 



 
058  *KANTENNA MISS UNDERZTOOD AZ  4100235139  27/09/2013  
  (*Orrinshir Elton John AZ  x  *Kantenna Coz I Can AZ)  Brdr/Exh: D & 
  S Ballantyne 
 
4 years 9.5 months. Size 59.5cm Chest 27.5cm. Upper medium size and medium 
strong, paling black and rich gold female of good type. Good head and expression. 
Good reach of neck. Good wither, back and croup, displaying a correct and clean 
overline. Good fore angulation where upper arm could be longer and better angled. 
Very good rear angulation. Correct underline. Pasterns must be firmer. Stands 
correct in front. Okay away, elbows must be firmer coming. Good movement with 
good reach and drive holding a good outline. 
 
060  *JAKNELL SWEET PAINTED LADY AZ  2100410263  26/05/2014  
  (*Orrinshir Elton John AZ x Jaknell Sweet Revenge AZ)  Brdr/Exh: A 
  & J Kada 
 
4 years. Size 58.5 Chest 29cm. Above medium size, medium strong, well pigmented 
female of correct proportions. Good head and expression with good dark eye. Slightly 
upright forehand assembly, normal wither, good backline into good croup. Good 
forehand angulation where upper arm is somewhat steep.  Very good rear 
angulation. Stands correct in front.  Okay away and close coming. Moves with good 
drive through a firm back but forereach should be slightly freer. 
 
074  *CH RHOSYN TWYSTED SECRET AZ  5100094210  8/06/2016   
  (*Callie  v Westervenn aED (Imp Deu) x *Rhosyn Dangerous Affair)  
  Brdr:  S & C Collins  Exh: Mr K And Mrs S Maresh 
 
2 years 1 month Size 62 Chest 28cm. Very large, med strong, paling Black and Gold 
female, good head and sufficient expression with dark eyes but the ears are tall and 
forehead must be darker. Normal wither, firm backline into a slightly steep croup of 
good length. Good forehand angulation where upper arm is steep, very good rear 
angulation. Slightly stretched proportions. Okay going away and elbows must be 
firmer. Moves well with good reach and drive holding a firm outline. 
 
067  *HEIKO KIRRA LILLY AZ  2100428038  24.03.15 (*Gerry von  
  Schacher aED (Imp Deu) x  Heiko Mags Allover AZ)  Brdr/Exh:  
  M Knapton  

 
3 years 3.5 months Size 61 Chest 28cm.  Very large, medium strong female of very 
good type, correct proportions, good head and expression, where the ears are 
somewhat long but firm, very good reach of neck. Normal wither, firm back into a 



slightly steep croup. Good forehand angulation where the upper arm should be 
better angled.  Very good rear angulation. Pasterns steep. Slightly loose going away. 
Elbows must be firmer. Moves with sufficient hind thrust but there must be more 
effective follow through of the hind foot, good forereach when settled. 
 
065  *ASTASIA WILLEMINA A Z   4100254620  21/01/2015  (*Xaro Von 
  Der Plassenburg Imp Deu  x  *Astasia Tiki AZ)  Brdr: B & P Hersant  
  Exh: Miss M A Velthuis 
 
3 years 5 months. Size 60 Chest 29cm. Large, strong substantial paling Black and Gold 
female who is just a little deep in proportions, strong well-formed but still feminine 
head and good expression, normal wither, firm correct back into well placed croup, 
very good fore and hind angulations. Almost correct in front standing. Okay away, 
elbows could be firmer coming. This Female moves with very powerful hind drive but 
forereach must be a little freer. 
 
070  *ARRISTAR LYKA BAT OUTA HELL AZ  3100331968  11/11/2015  
  (Sensen Mann Yokon (Imp Deu)  x  *Harlerose Angel AZ Cd)  Brdr: J 
  Urie  Exh:  Mrs A & Mr J Barr 
 
2 years 8 months Size 60 Chest 27cm. Large, strong and substantial female of very 
good type. Strong but still feminine head with good expression. Good reach of neck, 
normal wither, firm back into a short steep croup. Very good fore and rear 
angulation. Correct proportions. Stands correct in front. Slightly close going away 
away and elbows must be firmer coming. Moves with good reach and drive holding a 
good outline. 
 
073  *GRANDSPY EVIL INTENTIONS AZ  4100273618  07/05/2016  (*Ch 
  Xaro Von Der Plassenburg (Imp Deu)  x  Shepwest Standing Ovation 
  AZ)  Brdr/Exh: J King 
 
2 years 2 months Size 59.5 Chest 28cm. Upper medium size and medium strong, 
good proportions, very good head and expression. Neck slightly short, normal wither, 
firm back into a short slightly steep croup. Good fore and very good rear angulation. 
Stands correct in front. Okay away, elbows must be slightly firmer. Good movement 
where the hind drive and reach could be somewhat more effective. 
 



 
072  *KELINPARK MALTESER (AI) A Z   2100446163  30/01/2016  (Cobra 
  D'ulmental (Ita)  x  *Ch Kelinpark Butterscotch Tdx AZ)  Brdr/Exh: L 
  Gregor 
 
2 years 5 months Size 61.5 Chest 29cm. Very large, medium strong female of good 
breed type.  Correct proportions.  Very good head and expression. Eyes could be 
slightly darker. In stance this female shows a classic clean outline with good neck 
withers back into a slightly steep croup. Good fore angulation where upper arm must 
be better angled. Very good rear angulation. Okay away, elbows must be firmer 
coming. Moves with good drive and reach holding a good outline.  Must be more 
willing to work in the ring and present herself just a little better. 
 
056  *VONEHRLICH LEA A Z   4100232709  05/08/2013  (*Yester Vom 
  Feuermelder Sch.1 (Imp Deu)AZ  x  * Vonehrlich Sonia A Z)   
 ABS Brdr/Exh L & H Young 
 
 
062  *CH. EMJESTA PRETTY PROWLER AZ  3100075434  24/10/2014 
  (Pepe Von Der Zenteiche (Imp Gmy) x  Ch Avahlee Pretty Girl On 
 ABS The Prowl)  Brdr: J McGowan  Exh: P & J Gilles 
 
064  *CH. RHOSYN NEW PLAYTHING A Z   5100085118  24/12/2014  
  (*Hatto Vom Huhnegrab (Imp Deu) x *Rhosyn Hot Koko AZ)   
 ABS Brdr S & C Collins  Exh: K & S Maresh 
 
 
066  CH CASTASTAR EVITA  HIT AZ  4100253716  30/01/2015  (*Xaro 
  Von Der Plassenburg (Imp Gmy)  x  * Ch Castastar Alexi Et, Pt AZ)  
 ABS Brdr/Exh Mrs A Doyle 
 
 
068  VONEHRLICH QUILA 4100261209  29/06/2015  (*Ch Xaro Von 
  Der Plassenburg (Imp Deu) A Z x * Vonehrlich Fina A Z)   
 ABS Brdr/Exh: L & H Young 
 
069  *BRONACRE SALTED POPCORN AZ  3100327589  22/07/2015  
  (*Bluemax Salt AZ  x Bronacre Philadelphia Freedom Cd Et)   
 ABS Brdr/Exh: Bronacre Kennels 
 

Challenge Bitch  61 Reserve Challenge Bitch 48 
 



 

BABY PUPPY DOG STOCK COAT 
 

 
077  KARABACH PERFECT STORM  3100370413  16/01/2018  (Ch.  
  Conbhairean Freddie (Imp Uk)  x  Sadria Tillys Pepper)  Brdr/Exh: J R 
  Carter 
 
079  KANTENNA KUSTOM BUILT   4100303871  19/02/18   (*Djambo V 
  Fichtenschlag AZ x *Kantenna Miss Underztood AZ)  Brdr: D & 
  S Ballantyne  Exh: S Gordon 
 
078  CASTASTAR INNUENDO  4100302254  03/02/2018  (*Ch  
  Conbhairean Freddie Imp Uk  x  Ch Castastar Evita Et A Z)  Brdr:A 
  Doyle  Exh: Bronacre Kennels 
 

MINOR PUPPY DOG STOCK COAT 
 

 
084  JAKNELL WORTH THE WAIT  2100490298  05/12/2017  (Gerry Vom 
  Schacher AZ  x  Jaknell Sweet Revenge AZ)  Brdr/Exh A & J Kada 
 
7 months.  Medium size, medium strong well pigmented female of very good type.  
Should be a little stronger overall for age. High wither, firm back into a short, slightly 
steep croup. Good fore and very good rear angulations. Good underline. Correct 
proportions. Stands correct. Okay away for age, elbows must be slightly firmer 
coming. Moves with good drive where the forereach could be a touch freer. 
 
 
080  JAYSHELL RICOCHET  3100365574  31/10/2017  (*Uk. Ch.  
  Conbhairean Freddie (Imp Uk)  x  *Ch. Jayshell Winona A,Z)  Brdr:N 
  McDermott  Exh: P & N McDermott 
 
8.5 months, large medium strong, good type, good head and expression. Normal 
wither, firm back into a slightly short steep croup. Good fore and very good rear 
angulations. Good proportions. Stands almost correct in front. Twist in tail detracts. 
Slightly close going, elbows and pasterns must be firmer. Movement is okay but hind 
drive and reach must be more effective.  
 



 
081  DEBBAR ICARUS  4100298740  02/11/2017 ( Ch Castastar Eragon  x  
  Debbar Dj Vu)  Brdr: D O’Keefe  Exh: M Lewin 
 
8 months. Very large deeply bodied puppy. Good head with dark mask. Neck is 
somewhat short, slightly flat wither, firm backline into a short steep croup. Good fore 
angulation and very good rear angulation. Stands okay in front. Slightly heavy 
condition for age. Okay away, elbows must be firmer coming. Moves okay but must 
display more drive and reach.  
 
082  KINGLAND COMO  2100491155  15/11/2017  (*Conbhairean  
 ABS Freddie (Imp Uk)  x *Kingland Nickita AZ)  Brdr/Exh L King 
 
083  KARALCIN FLASH  4100299018   10/11/17  (*CH Xaro    x  *Karalcin 
 ABS Dakota AZ HY)  Brdr:  Ms K Long  Exh: B & P  Hersant 

 
 
JUNIOR DOG STOCK COAT 
 

 
085  KANTENNA ALEJANDRO AZ  4100290481 01/04/17  (*Misteishah 
  Fletcher AZ  x  *Kantenna  Mystique AZ) Brd:  D & S Ballantyne  
  Exh: S Gordon 
 
15.5 months. Size 65.5 Chest 32cm. Large, strong, masculine male of excellent breed 
type. Very strong and masculine well-formed head which is expressive with good 
mask. Excellent proportions. Very good neck. High wither, firm back into a well-
placed croup. Good fore angulation where the upper arm should be longer and 
better angled. Very good rear angulations. Very good underline. Stands correct in 
front. Slightly close away, elbows should be slightly firmer coming. A very impressive 
male of super quality, who shows a dynamic and powerful gait with good reach and 
drive whilst maintain a correct outline at all speeds.  A very Impressive young male. 
 
086  CASTASTAR HARRISON  4100292553  16/06/2017 (Veneze Lutz ( 
  Imp Uk) x  Ch Castastar Delilah Ht)  Brdr: A Doyle  Exh: Sister  
 ABS Jeannie Johnston Rsc 

 



 
INTERMEDIATE DOG STOCK COAT 
 

 
089  CASTASTAR GRINGO AZ  4100285015   28/12/2016  (*Toby Von 
  Der Plassenburg (Imp Gmy) Schii, x  *Ch Castastar Alexi Et, Pt  
  AZ)  Brdr: Mrs A Doyle  Exh: Kylie Zimmerle 
 
18.5 months. Size 67 Chest 31.5. Very large, strong substantial robust male of very 
good type. Strong powerful head with good expression, tall ears that curl back at tips. 
Lips must be cleaner. Good reach of neck. High wither, firm back into a croup of good 
length but slightly steep. Good fore angles where the upper arm could be better 
angled.  Very good hind angulation. Slightly close away, elbows could be slightly 
firmer coming. A male who shows a powerful hind thrust and when settled shows 
good forward reach but on occasions shows a slight nick behind his wither. 
 
087  BRIGENTI KAJOS 2100458790  09/08/2016  (Veneze Lutz x  Brigenti 
  Harmony Gold)  Brdr: Brigenti Knls  Exh: G Mansfield/C Hendrickse 
 
23 months. Size 67 Chest 29.5. Very large just medium strong male, masculine head 
where the mask should be darker. Normal wither, firm back into a short, steep croup. 
Good fore angulation where the upper arm must be longer and better angled. Steep 
pasterns. Very good rear angulation. For his age needs to have a little more body 
substance overall.  Okay away, elbows must be firmer coming. Movement is okay 
where the drive and forereach could be a little more effective. 
 
088  FREINHAUF HASTA LAVISTA BABY  6100101578  20/08/2016  
 ABS (*Gerry V Schacher (ImpDeu)  x  *Pedra Degli Achei (Imp Ita))  Brdr: 
  Kr, RT & CA Knuckey  Exh: Miss Ve Mcginty 
 
090  KHANIQUE LAZARD AZ  15/01/2017  2100469890  (*Vac- VahVolgyi 
 ABS Jenky (Imp Deu)  x  Khanique Gracie)  Brdr: Booth/Gibson  Exh: C 
  Bailey/W Ning 
 



 

OPEN DOG STOCK COAT 
 

 
091  *SENSEN MANN YOKON IMP DEU CCD  FI45561/12  17/07/2012  
  (Enosch V Amassis  x  Flair Von Der Martinskapelle)  Brdr:  
  Kim Baggström  Exh: A +F  Henderson,K+R Knuckey,G Bobbin 
 
Just under 6 years. Size 65 cm Chest 29. Top size, medium strong robust male of 
excellent type, very well pigmented. Correct proportions.  Firm and Dry.  Correct 
well-formed and masculine very expressive head with excellent dark mask and eyes. 
Correct reach of neck. Normal wither, firm correct backline into a well-placed croup. 
Very good fore and rear angulations. Stands absolutely correct in front. Sound away 
and okay coming. Moves very well maintaining his correct unexaggerated outline at 
all phases of movement.  He displays a very balanced and harmonious movement, 
with very effective rear drive and free forereach. A top quality fully matured male 
who it was my absolute pleasure to aware challenge dog and Best in show.  Many 
congratulations to all involved. 
 
093  *CH KUIRAU CASEY STONER AZ  2100370674  05/10/2012  (*Toby 
  Von Der Plassenburg  x  Ch Kuirau Takeira)  Brdr/Exh: P, D & J  
  Murray 
 
5 years 9 months. Size 65 Chest 31cm. Large, medium strong, robust male of good 
type. Correct proportions.  Strong masculine head with good expression where the 
forehead could be slightly darker. Pigmentation is good.  Good length of neck, high 
wither, firm correct back into a well placed croup. Good fore and very good rear 
angulations. Very good underline. Stands correct in front. Slightly close away and 
elbows must be firmer coming. Moves with a very dynamic and powerful gait 
showing v g hind drive and forward reach holding a super overline. 
 
097  *JAYSHELL NEBRASKA AZ  3100332848 04/12/2015  (*Ch Fremont 
  Hells Bells AZ  x  * Ch Jayshell Winona AZ) Brdr: N McDermott  Exh: 
  N McDermot/S Bick 
 
2 years 7 months . Size 65 Chest 29cm. Upper double left P1. Large, medium strong, 
well pigmented male of very good type, strong masculine head with dark mask. Good 
neck, normal wither, firm correct back into a slightly short slightly steep croup. Very 
good fore and rear angulations. Stands correct in front.  Close away and elbows must 
be firmer coming. Moves very well holding a good outline with very good reach and 
drive. 
 



096  *KAYGARR ARKO AZ   4100267065  28.11.15  (*Ch. Bluemax  
  Salt AZ x *Ursa av Thorarinn HD-ED (Imp. Nor)  Brdr/Exh: G &  
  K Williams 
 
2 years 7.5 months. Size 65 Chest 29cm.  Large. Strong and substantial very well 
pigmented male. Strong masculine head and expression with good mask and dark 
eyes. Good length of neck, high wither, firm back into a short slightly steep croup. 
Very good fore and rear angulation. Correct underline. Stands correct in front. 
Slightly close away and elbows must be firmer coming. Moves well holding a good 
outline but both drive and reach could be more effective. 
 
092  *CH. ABELARA MAJESTIC  PRINCE AI AZ 4100217016 29/07/2012 
  ( Kantenna Hunter x Debbar Jubilee Dream)  Brdr: R Vernon  Exh:S 
  & B Hurley 
 
5 years 11.5 months. Size 64 Chest 29cm. Upper medium size, medium strong male, 
not in best coat condition today. Very good head and expression with dark mask. 
Eyes are slightly round and could be a shade darker. Good proportions. Normal 
wither, firm correct backline into a steep croup. Good fore and very good rear 
angulations. Good underline. Stands correct in front. Slightly wide away and elbows 
could be slightly firmer coming.  Moves okay but the hind drive and fore reach must 
be more effective. 
 
094  *CH BRIGENTI ICE FIRE AZ H-NEG  ET RN HT CCD 2100399569 
 ABS 12/01/2014 (*Ury Vom Zisawinkel  (Imp.Gmy)  x *Karma Vom 
  Schwarzaugen (Imp.Mkd) )  Brdr:GF Mansfield  Exh: I Hayton 
 
095  *CH KELINPARK HELLUVA REBEL AZ CCD 2100405484  10/04/2014  
 ABS (*Indio Di Casa Nobili (Imp Ita)  x  *Ch Kelinpark Sinnamon  
  AZ)  Brdr: L A Gregor  Exh:  Lyn Gregor 
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